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ABSTRACT
We present a study of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
using ∼2.2 million red clump (RC) stars selected from the Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History.
To correct for line-of-sight dust extinction, the intrinsic RC color and magnitude and their radial
dependence are carefully measured by using internal nearly dust-free regions. These are then used
to construct an accurate 2D reddening map (165 deg2 area with ∼10′ resolution) of the LMC disk
and the 3D spatial distribution of RC stars. An inclined disk model is fit to the 2D distance map,
yielding a best-fit inclination angle i = 25.86+0.73−1.39 degrees with random errors of ±0.19◦ and line-of-
nodes position angle θ = 149.23+6.43−8.35 degrees with random errors of ±0.49◦. These angles vary with
galactic radius, indicating that the LMC disk is warped and twisted likely due to the repeated tidal
interactions with the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). For the first time, our data reveal a significant
warp in the southwestern part of the outer disk starting at ρ ∼7◦ that departs from the defined LMC
plane up to ∼4 kpc toward the SMC, suggesting that it originated from a strong interaction with
the SMC. In addition, the inner disk encompassing the off-centered bar appears to be tilted up to
5–15◦ relative to the rest of the LMC disk. These findings on the outer warp and the tilted bar are
consistent with the predictions from the Besla et al. simulation of a recent direct collision with the
SMC.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and
SMC) are the largest satellites of the Milky Way (MW)
and the closest interacting pair of dwarf galaxies. For
decades it was thought that the Magellanic Clouds
(MCs) had completed many orbits around the MW
and that the tidal forces of the MW had been the pri-
mary mechanism that created the Magellanic Stream
(e.g., Gardiner & Noguchi 1996; Yoshizawa & Noguchi
2003; Connors et al. 2004, 2006). However, that picture
changed dramatically in the last decade as HST proper
motions (Kallivayalil et al. 2006a,b; Piatek et al. 2008;
Kallivayalil et al. 2013) suggested that the MCs only re-
cently fell into the MW potential (Besla et al. 2007), but
that the LMC–SMC pair likely had been gravitationally
bound to each other for more than several gigayears and
possibly for a Hubble time (Besla et al. 2007). The pair
has also likely experienced a recent direct collision (e.g.,
Olsen et al. 2011; Besla et al. 2012; Noe¨l et al. 2013;
Carrera et al. 2017; Zivick et al. 2018). It thus appears
that the complex morphology of the LMC disk (e.g., van
der Marel 2001; Olsen & Salyk 2002; Besla et al. 2016;
Mackey et al. 2016) has more to do with the history of
interactions with the SMC than with the MW. Indeed,
the structure of the LMC seems to hold many keys to
decoding the process of interaction between the MCs,
and to their eventual fate as accreted satellites of the
MW.
Many more dwarf galaxies with smaller companions
will be discovered with upcoming large telescopes in the
next decade especially with LSST. They will shed light
on galaxy merging mechanisms. The LMC–SMC pair,
however, is a unique opportunity to closely witness an
ongoing hierarchical merging event (i.e., the SMC inter-
acting with the LMC and the MCs merging on to the
MW) and to perform detailed studies of the building
process of a large galaxy like the MW.
The structure of the stellar populations and interstel-
lar medium (ISM) across the LMC has been intensively
studied, as the LMC is the closest (49.9 kpc; de Grijs
et al. 2014) “laboratory” for the study of many astro-
physical phenomena. The LMC has an inclined, slightly
elongated, rotating, and star-forming disk (Kim et al.
1998; van der Marel 2001; van der Marel & Cioni 2001;
van der Marel et al. 2002; Subramanian & Subrama-
niam 2010) with a shallow stellar metallicity gradient
(e.g., Carrera et al. 2008; Feast et al. 2010; Carrera
et al. 2011; Piatti & Geisler 2013; Choudhury et al. 2016;
Pieres et al. 2016), and one prominent spiral arm in the
central region with an off-centered bar (de Vaucouleurs
& Freeman 1972; Zhao & Evans 2000; Zaritsky 2004;
Subramanian & Subramaniam 2009). Its depth along
the line of sight is ∼5 kpc (Subramanian & Subrama-
niam 2009; Yanchulova Merica-Jones et al. 2017), and
the northern outer disk shows signs of disturbance in its
stellar structure (Mackey et al. 2016).
However, our understanding of the evolution of the
LMC is still far from complete. This is mainly because
most previous studies have heavily focused on the inner
disk (.4° or .3.5 kpc at the LMC distance) contain-
ing the majority of the ongoing star formation and ISM.
Although 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and DENIS
(Epchtein et al. 1997) observed the main body of the
LMC, they still go out only to ∼7◦ (e.g., van der Marel
2001; van der Marel & Cioni 2001). To understand the
history of tidal interactions, it is necessary to explore
the outer part of the LMC disk as well where (1) the
potential is shallower and so more easily disturbed, and
(2) older stellar populations are dominant and thus bet-
ter trace the underlying disk structure. A good portion
of the northern periphery of the LMC has been stud-
ied (e.g., Saha et al. 2010; Balbinot et al. 2015; Mackey
et al. 2016), but the southern outskirt of the LMC has
not been well explored.
The Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH)
is an NOAO community Dark Energy Camera (DECam;
Flaugher et al. 2015) survey of the Clouds mapping
480 deg2 (distributed over ∼2400 deg2 at ∼20% filling
factor) to ∼24th AB mag in ugriz with the goal of
identifying broadly distributed, low surface brightness
stellar populations associated with the stellar halos and
tidal debris of the Magellanic Clouds (Nidever et al.
2017). About one-third of the SMASH fields probe the
main body of the LMC covering roughly 5◦ north and
10.5◦ south of the LMC center. We note that the south-
ern periphery of the LMC is a novel region that has been
barely explored in contrast to its northern periphery.
In this study, we use red clump (RC) stars to map
the dust reddening over 165 deg2 and to explore the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of the LMC disk. RC
stars are abundant low-mass stars (.2 M; Castellani
et al. 2000) in the core He-burning stage with interme-
diate age and moderately high metallicity, and consti-
tute a prominent feature in the color-magnitude diagram
(CMD). The RC stars occupy a well-defined and narrow
region in the CMD since the stellar core mass at He ig-
3nition is nearly independent of their initial mass. This
fundamental property results in a very limited range of
effective temperatures and luminosities — making RC
stars essentially “standard candles” — and allows us
to accurately measure the extinctions and distances for
RC stars across the LMC (Girardi 2016, and references
therein). These distances are then used to create a 3D
map of the LMC to study and define its structure. Many
studies have used RC stars as extinction and distance
probes in the LMC (e.g., Girardi & Salaris 2001; Olsen
& Salyk 2002; Koerwer 2009; Subramanian & Subrama-
niam 2009; Haschke et al. 2011; Subramanian & Subra-
maniam 2013; Tatton et al. 2013).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly describe the SMASH survey and photome-
try data. In Section 3, we present the RC selection,
maps of RC star counts, median colors and magnitudes.
Section 4 presents the measured intrinsic RC color and
magnitude in the LMC and their radial profiles. Then
we present and validate our reddening map in Section 5.
We discuss the 3D structure of the LMC in Section 6
as well as the physical implication of our findings and
explore the dependence of the resulting 3D structure on
the stellar population effect in Section 7. The main con-
clusions are summarized in Section 8.
2. DATA AND PHOTOMETRY
The SMASH survey builds on the technique first
adopted by the Outer Limits Survey (Saha et al. 2010),
namely, to use old main sequence (MS) stars as tracers
to reveal the relics of the formation and past interactions
of the Clouds. With the large field of view of DECam,
SMASH is able to use individual stars to probe down to
surface brightnesses equivalent to Σg = 35 mag arcsec
−2
over a vast area.
Figure 1 shows the footprints of the SMASH sur-
vey fields in the region of the MCs over the H i gas
map of McClure-Griffiths et al. (2009). Nidever et al.
(2017) describes in detail the SMASH survey strat-
egy, data reduction, and calibration as well as the first
public data release containing ∼700 million measure-
ments of ∼100 million objects in 61 deep and fully cali-
brated fields via the NOAO Data Lab1 (Fitzpatrick et al.
2016). In brief, the SMASH images are first reduced
with the NOAO Community Pipeline (CP; Valdes et al.
2014) and then PSF photometry catalogs are generated
with the DAOPHOT-based (Stetson 1987) PHOTRED
pipeline2. These catalogs are calibrated using photo-
metric transformation equations derived from standard
1 http://datalab.noao.edu/smash/smash.php
2 https://github.com/dnidever/PHOTRED
star fields. We refer the readers to Nidever et al. (2017)
for the detailed description of the data reduction and
photometry.
The photometric precision of the final SMASH cata-
logs is roughly 1.0% (u), 0.7% (g), 0.5% (r), 0.8% (i),
and 0.5% (z). The obtained calibration accuracies are
1.3% (u), 1.3% (g), 1.0% (r), 1.2% (i), and 1.3% (z).
The median 5σ point source depths in the ugriz bands
are (23.9, 24.8, 24.5, 24.2, 23.5) mag, respectively, which
is ∼2 mag deeper than SDSS (York et al. 2000) and
∼1.4 mag deeper than Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al.
2016). The astrometric precision is ∼15 mas, and accu-
racy is ∼2 mas with respect to the Gaia DR1 astrometric
reference frame (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016).
Out of the 197 SMASH survey fields, we use 62 ob-
serving fields3 that cover the LMC main body (up to
∼5◦ to the north and up to ∼10.5◦ to the south from
the LMC center) and have noticeable LMC RC popula-
tions. Our data cover the outer portion of the southern
LMC disk which is a region that has not yet been well
studied. Forty of the outer LMC fields (all beyond a
radius of 4.5◦) do not have the deeper exposures and
u-band data, and are therefore roughly ∼1.5 mag shal-
lower than our standard SMASH fields. However, our
artificial star tests (ASTs) show that the data are still
sufficiently deep for studying the LMC RC stars.
To characterize the photometric completeness of our
data, we perform ASTs. Initial ASTs are run on all
the SMASH fields using a single CCD. Roughly 10,000
artificial stars are added to all of the exposures for a
given field. The artificial stars uniformly sample the
(g− i,g) CMD space (−1.0 < g− i < 3.5 and 17.0 < g <
27.0) and the spatial region on the sky covered by the
images. For each image, the (α,δ) coordinates are con-
verted to pixel positions using the WCS, and the cali-
brated magnitudes are converted into instrumental mag-
nitudes using the photometric transformation equations
for that field. The artificial stars are then added to the
image using DAOPHOT’s ADDSTAR routine and the
PSF of that image. Next, the images are processed with
PHOTRED using the original settings and the new op-
tion for artificial stars, which skips the PSF generation
and certain other steps. To determine the recovered arti-
ficial stars, the final catalog of objects are crossmatched
with both the original science catalog and the input list
of artificial stars. When a recovered object matched
both an artificial star and an original object in posi-
tion, the multiband photometry is used to find the best
match.
3 We note that only two (Field 44 and Field 55) of these 62
fields were included in the first data release.
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Figure 1. A portion of the entire SMASH survey covering the LMC and SMC. Grayscale shows the observed H i column density
of the area from the the Parkes Galactic All Sky Survey (GASS; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2009). Hexagons are the SMASH fields.
The 62 fields used in this study are represented as green (deep exposure) and yellow (shallow exposure) hexagons with their
field numbers. The underlying blue contours represent the 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) red giant branch star counts. The
purple shaded region represents the Dark Energy Survey footprint.
Completeness maps in (g− i,g) are generated for each
field using the recovered artificial stars. The 50% com-
pleteness at the RC color of g − i = 0.8 for LMC fields
beyond a radius of ∼5◦ is g∼25 mag and decreases to
g∼22.5 mag in the innermost and most crowded LMC
fields, but this is still three magnitudes deeper than the
RC at g = 19.3 mag. The completeness improves for
redder colors; therefore, the photometry for reddened
and fainter RC stars is also of good quality. The shal-
low LMC fields are ∼1.5 mag shallower than the normal
SMASH fields, but the 50% completeness for the RC
color of g∼23.5 mag is still over four magnitudes fainter
than the RC. More complete ASTs using multiple mocks
and covering all of the chips for a given field are currently
in progress.
Figure 2 presents example CMDs of deep and shallow
exposure fields (Fields 55 and 235, respectively). Both
CMDs show many detailed features associated with dif-
ferent stellar evolutionary stages. An MS covering many
ages extends up to i∼16 mag. Two subgiant branches
are visible, one at an intermediate age (∼3 Gyr) and a
second at a much older age (∼10 Gyr with Z = 0.004).
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Figure 2. Example CMDs from Fields 55 (left) and 235 (right). Each of them represents our deep exposure and shallow
exposures, respectively. They show rich features containing information on the stellar populations in these fields. In addition to
typical features such as a main sequence, a subgiant branch, a red giant branch, a red clump, and an asymptotic giant branch,
there are unusual features as well. These include a secondary subgiant branch (SSGB), secondary red clump (SRC), a horizontal
branch (HB), and vertical structure (VS; or blue loop). For clarity, we label the features in one of the CMDs with a clearer
appearance of each feature.
There is also a prominent red giant branch (RGB),
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) bump, main RC, sec-
ondary RC (SRC; vertical feature fainter than the main
RC), vertical structure or blue loop (VS; vertical feature
brighter than the main RC), and a horizontal branch
(HB). Both the SRC and VS are in the evolutionary
stage of core He burning, but born with a slightly higher
initial mass than the main RC (Girardi 2016). The HB is
the metal-poor equivalent of the RC, thus appearing on
the bluer side of the main RC. The LMC RGB appears
as a single broad band unlike in M31 and the SMC where
the RGB is well split into visibly distinct sequences (Dal-
canton et al. 2015; Yanchulova Merica-Jones et al. 2017).
A single RGB sequence suggests that stars and dust in
the LMC are well mixed rather than having a thin dust
layer within a stellar disk. Finally, there are foreground
MW stars appearing as a fairly uniform “sheet” in the
CMD with a pileup of stars between the LMC MS and
RGB resulting from the blue edge of the MW MS turnoff
stars.
3. RC STARS IN THE LMC
The RC is one of the most prominent features in the
CMD. In principle, the intrinsic color and brightness of
the RC are confined to a narrow region in the CMD.
Thus, the amount of dust extinction can be inferred
from a shift in its observed color from the intrinsic color.
Moreover, extinction-corrected magnitudes can then be
used to determine the distances to individual RC stars,
enabling the construction of a 3D map of a galaxy. In
reality, however, the colors and magnitudes are affected
by variations in the stellar populations (such as age and
metallicity) due to spatial variation in star formation
histories (SFHs) and metal enrichment history across
the galaxy. In this study, we use the RC as extinction
and distance probes of the LMC disk, with careful atten-
tion to effects other than extinction and distance that
may influence our measurements. We will fully discuss
the effect of variations in stellar populations in Section 7.
3.1. Selection of RC Stars
In each SMASH field catalog, we first select point-like
sources using the DAOPHOT “chi” and “sharp” param-
eters: chi<3 (<5 for Fields 36 and 41 in the center)
and | sharp |<1 (<2 for Fields 36 and 41). Inside the
LMC main body, contamination by background galax-
ies is negligible, especially within the magnitude range
of interest in this study.
Figure 3 describes our RC selection in each SMASH
field. Selecting the RC stars based on their color and
magnitude is straightforward. First, we define a large
initial box (red dashed line) around the RC along the
6 Choi et al.
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Figure 3. Zoomed CMDs showing selected RC stars using
our polygon (red dots) for Field 190 (top) as an example
of a low-extinction field and 50 (bottom) as an example of
a high-extinction field. The red dashed line shows an ini-
tial boundary to guide our selection. The slope roughly fol-
lows the reddening vector for RV = 3.4, which is an average
RV for the LMC (Gordon et al. 2003). Our RC selection
is conservative in that the selection minimizes contaminants
of RGB, HB, SRC, and VS stars. For each CMD, we also
present marginal histograms of the color and magnitude for
both all stars (gray) and the selected RC stars (red) in the
top and right-hand panels, respectively. A Gaussian plus
second-order polynomial fit to each magnitude distribution
is shown as a dashed line.
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Figure 4. RC star count map in stars per 10′×10′ pixel.
North is up and east is left. The red star indicates the cen-
ter of the bar (van der Marel & Cioni 2001). The pink line
outlines the region where the “clean” RC sample (i.e., RCs
with zero or a negligible amount of internal dust) is dis-
tributed over (see Section 4.1). The electronic version of the
RC count map is available as supplementary material to this
paper.
reddening vector and use it as a guiding boundary. The
maximum color (g − i = 2) is set in order to limit the
contamination by MW foreground stars. To further min-
imize the contaminants in the RC selection, we carefully
adjust the initial RC selection box by eye for each field,
excluding stellar populations other than the main RC.
The determined color range varies for each field mainly
according to their relative dust extinction, while the
slope is almost parallel to the reddening vector. Tradi-
tionally, other studies have used simple square selection
boxes around the RC. For our CMDs, we found that such
an approach led to an unacceptably high contamination
of RGB stars and did not capture the entire RC in areas
with high internal differential extinction. Once we select
RC stars in each observing field, we remove duplicates
in the overlapping regions among fields. The number of
unique RC stars in our final catalog is ∼2.2 million.
Figure 4 shows the number count map of the selected
RC stars at 10′ (150 pc) spatial resolution. We keep the
same 10′×10′ spatial cell size for all subsequent analy-
sis. We also conduct the same analysis at a much higher
resolution of 40′′ (10 pc) and conclude that our main re-
sults are robust against the choice of spatial resolution.
In general, the RC stars show an extended spatial dis-
tribution with smoothly decreasing number density with
galactic radius, compared to the more concentrated and
patchy distribution of young stars (e.g., Zaritsky et al.
2004) – their star count map of young MS clearly shows
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Figure 5. Maps of the median g − i color (left) and i-band magnitude (right) of the RC stars. The observed color map
itself already traces well the dust emission in the inner disk as well as the MW galactic cirrus in the outer disk. The observed
magnitude map shows an additional spatial gradient; the RC magnitude increases from northeast to southwest. These maps are
available as supplementary material to this paper.
a star-forming bar and one-armed spiral pattern. We
note that high dust extinction makes our RC selection
slightly incomplete only in the very central region (ρ <
0.5◦). In the rest of the disk with low crowding and
low extinction, our RC selection is almost 100% com-
plete. The observed number count map itself already
shows some interesting structures. We investigate the
LMC disk structure for various stellar populations, such
as RC and young MS, by modeling their observed star
count map as a 2D projection of a tilted elliptical disk
model in a separate paper (Choi et al. 2018).
3.2. RGB Contamination
Because the RGB usually overlaps with the RC in an
observed optical CMD, it is impossible to completely
remove RGB contaminants from the RC sample with-
out extra information from spectroscopic data on sur-
face gravity and effective temperature (e.g., Bovy et al.
2014; Nidever et al. 2014). Infrared (IR) color informa-
tion could be helpful to distinguish the RC from RGB
to some degree (e.g., Majewski et al. 2011). However,
there are no publicly available IR survey data compara-
ble with our optical data in terms of depth, photometric
precision, and areal coverage even for the RC brightness
level.
Fortunately, measuring extinction and distance does
not depend significantly on the small fraction of RGB
contaminants because they might induce only a small
bias in the RC color and magnitude due to their similar
color and magnitude compared to those of the RC, es-
pecially in each small 10′ cell. Nevertheless, we estimate
the fraction of possible RGB contaminants in our RC
sample in each SMASH field.
In Figure 3, we also show histograms of the color and
magnitude for a given CMD. A Gaussian profile can
describe the main RC distribution, and a second-order
polynomial can describe the underlying distribution of
contaminants including RGB stars (e.g., Stanek & Gar-
navich 1998; Olsen & Salyk 2002). We fit the magnitude
distribution of stars near the RC with a Gaussian profile
combined with a second-order polynomial and find that
the bright and faint end magnitudes of our selected RC
stars are mostly within 2 σ from the Gaussian mean,
except for high-extinction fields. We calculate the RGB
contamination fraction within our RC selection polygon
based on the second-order polynomial terms. On aver-
age, the RGB contamination fraction in our sample is
∼10%. If one uses a simple square box for the RC selec-
tion, the contamination fraction can be as high as ∼30–
40% by including additional populations on the bluer
side (i.e., HB, SRC, and VS) as well as more RGB stars.
This high contamination fraction would result in signif-
icant systematic errors in extinction and distance mea-
surement by shifting the average color and magnitude
from those of true RC stars.
3.3. Observed Magnitude and Color Maps
We first produce maps of the median observed color
and magnitude at each 10′ cell, from which we will derive
the reddening and distance. While the mean RC color
and magnitude have typically been calculated by fitting
the distributions with a Gaussian profile combined with
a second-order polynomial, we take the median mag-
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nitude and color for each cell. Due to our conserva-
tive RC selection, we found no significant contribution
from second-order polynomial terms when describing the
selected RC’s magnitude distribution in each 10′ cell.
Thus, there is no significant difference between the geo-
metric median and the Gaussian mean, except for cells
at the edge of the maps that suffer from small number
statistics where the geometric median provides more ro-
bust measurements.
Figure 5 presents the maps of observed (i.e., undered-
dened) median g− i color and i-band magnitude, which
is less affected by dust than the bluer DECam filters and
more complete than the z-band. The observed color map
traces the dust emission in the inner disk (see Fig.6 in
Gordon et al. 2014) as well as the MW galactic cirrus
in the outer disk (Schlegel et al. 1998). In addition, the
observed magnitude map shows a spatial gradient with
magnitude increasing from the northeast to the south-
west. The LMC disk is known to be tilted in a way
such that the northeast is closer (brighter) to us and
the southwest is farther away (fainter) from us (e.g.,
Caldwell & Coulson 1986; van der Marel & Cioni 2001;
Olsen & Salyk 2002; Mackey et al. 2016). We measure
the inclination (i) and line-of-nodes position angle (θ)
of the LMC disk using the RC in Section 6.
4. INTRINSIC PROPERTIES OF THE RC
For a given intrinsic color and magnitude of the RC,
the observed color provides information about the line-
of-sight dust (i.e., from reddening), while the observed
magnitude is altered both by the dust and the RC dis-
tance. Although the intrinsic brightness and color of the
RC are a function of stellar age and metallicity (i.e., stel-
lar population), only a mild population gradient is ex-
pected in the LMC disk. This is because the LMC disk
shares a relatively uniform SFHs for intermediate/old
stellar populations (e.g., Harris & Zaritsky 2009; Weisz
et al. 2013; Monteagudo et al. 2018). The metallicity
gradient is also known to be mild across the LMC disk
(e.g., Feast et al. 2010). Thus, one can expect no se-
vere effects from stellar population differences across the
LMC on the RC colors and magnitudes, except for the
central region where the average age of the stellar pop-
ulation is younger.
Although the LMC’s population gradient is not ex-
pected to be severe, because we aim for a high-quality
reddening map and an accurate distance measurement
of the LMC disk, it is necessary to quantify the spatial
variations in the intrinsic color and magnitude of the
RC from differences in stellar populations in order to
minimize and quantify systematic uncertainties in our
3D structure measurements of the LMC disk.
4.1. Intrinsic Color of the Red Clump
4.1.1. Derived Intrinsic RC Color from a “Clean” RC
Subsample
To derive the intrinsic color distribution of the RC, we
first construct a subsample of the RC in the regions with
no or negligible internal dust. Because dust in front of
these RC stars comes solely from the MW foreground,
which acts as a dust screen, it is easy to break the de-
generacy between the internal line-of-sight dust and the
effect of stellar populations on their observed color. Us-
ing those RC stars enables us to derive their intrinsic
colors after correcting for MW foreground dust.
To construct the RC subsample, we start by selecting
18 SMASH fields that do not show noticeable reddened
RC “streaks” in their CMDs after correcting for MW
foreground dust,4 indicating zero or negligible amount
of internal dust. It is highly unlikely that all RC stars in
one SMASH field (a field of view of ∼3 deg2) experience
the same amount of internal dust, and thus do not de-
velop a streak. For the MW dust correction in these 18
observing fields, we use the Schlegel et al. (1998, here-
after SFD98) reddening map, which was derived from
infrared dust emission. To convert SFD98 E(B − V ) to
E(g − i), we use updated reddening coefficients5 with
RV = 3.1 for the DECam standard bandpasses that re-
flect Schlafly & Finkbeiner’s (2011) calibration adjust-
ment (Abbott et al. 2018). Although the above 18 fields
are located outside the regions where the emission from
the LMC dominates FIR emission, a tiny fraction of 3
fields out of 18 overlaps with the inner region of the
LMC where the internal dust becomes dominant. We
first exclude RC stars residing in these overlapping re-
gions. From the remaining RC stars in the 18 observing
fields, we further exclude stars with SFD98 E(B − V )
values larger than 0.099 (outside 1σ of the mean) to min-
imize potential contamination by RC stars that might
be slightly reddened by a small amount of internal dust
without developing a clear streak feature in a CMD.
We designate this internal-dust-free RC sample as the
“clean” RC sample, which accounts for ∼4% of our RC
star catalog. The clean RC sample is distributed over
the regions that are outlined in pink in Figure 4. The
median SFD98 E(B−V ) value of the clean RC sample is
0.065 mag, which is consistent with a typical reddening
value of 0.075 mag within uncertainty toward the LMC
4 These fields are Field 27, 28, 44, 53, 55, 184, 185, 186, 187,
190, 191, 193, 220, 227, 230, 232, 235, and 238.
5 Reddening coefficients for other RV values are kindly provided
by Keith Bechtol through private communication.
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Figure 6. The distribution of the intrinsic RC colors in the LMC. Left: Color distribution for all 10′ cells in the clean RC
region. It is well described as a Gaussian profile with a mean of 0.819 and σ of 0.021. Right: Color distribution for individual
clean RC stars (right). It is also well described as a Gaussian profile with the same mean of 0.820, but with the larger σ of 0.044.
This broader distribution for individual stars results from including both local and global stellar population effects, whereas the
distribution for all cells reflects the global population effect only.
that was estimated based on the median dust emission
arising from surrounding annuli (Schlegel et al. 1998).
Using only the clean RC sample, we compute the me-
dian intrinsic color for each 10′ cell over the clean RC
region outlined by the pink line in Figure 4. In Figure 6,
we present their median intrinsic color distribution (left)
as well as the intrinsic color distribution of individual
clean RC stars (right) for completeness. Both distri-
butions are well described as a Gaussian profile with
an identical mean (g − i)0 of ∼0.82, but with different
widths, with narrower width for the cells’ median color
distribution, as expected. The median RC color dis-
tribution of 10′ cells reflects the cell-to-cell variation in
SFH and chemical enrichment (i.e., global variations in
stellar populations). The color distribution of individual
clean RC stars, on the other hand, reflects both the full
SFH and chemical enrichment history sampled in each
cell (i.e., the local distribution of stellar populations)
and their spatial variation. Almost all of the 10′ cells
exhibit standard deviations larger than ∼0.02 in their
intrinsic color distribution of individual clean RC stars.
The fact that the median color distribution of 10′ cells
in the clean RC region is narrower than the color dis-
tribution of individual clean RC stars per cell suggests
that global variations in stellar populations across the
LMC are moderate, at least for those populations that
produce RC stars.
4.1.2. Intrinsic Color Radial Profile
In Figure 7, we investigate a radial profile of the intrin-
sic color using the clean RC sample. Because the clean
RC sample consists of stars selected in the restricted
area (see Figure 4), it covers a limited range of galactic
radius (ρ in degrees) from ∼2.7◦ to ∼8.5◦. The grayscale
shows the distribution of the intrinsic colors of individ-
ual cells as a function of galactic radius from the LMC
center, and the blue solid line presents a mean color
with an associated error in each 0.2◦ width radial bin.
The red shaded line shows the best fit to the gray data
characterizing the overall radial profile of the observed
intrinsic RC color. We find no statistically meaning-
ful radial dependence of the intrinsic RC color between
4◦ and 7◦. In this radial range, there is basically no
change in the mean color with galactic radius, but there
is a larger scatter around the median colors at larger
radius. On the other hand, the intrinsic RC color tends
to be slightly bluer both toward the center, with a slope
of 0.024 dex deg−1, and the outer galaxy, with a slope
of –0.033 dex deg−1.
This RC color radial trend can be interpreted as a re-
sult of more metal-rich, but younger populations in the
inner region and older, but more metal-poor populations
in the outer region. An outside-in formation has been
suggested for the LMC, supported by the observational
evidence that old and metal-poor stars are preferentially
found in the outer disk, whereas young and metal-rich
stars are found in the inner disk (e.g., Gallart et al. 2008;
Meschin et al. 2014). Although deriving full SFHs can
provide a complete picture for the intrinsic RC proper-
ties across the LMC disk, this is beyond the scope of this
paper. In a future paper, we will map the full SFHs us-
ing the SMASH data (C. Gallart et al., in preparation).
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Figure 7. Radial dependence of the intrinsic RC color con-
structed from the “clean” (i.e., zero or negligible internal
dust) RC sample. The ρ denotes galactic distance from the
LMC center in degrees. The blue line shows the mean in-
trinsic color with an error bar in each 0.2◦ radial bin between
2.7◦< ρ < 8.5◦. This limited radial range is due to the re-
stricted radial coverage of the clean RC sample. The red
shaded line is the best fit to the underlying grayscale data,
and it is our default radial profile for the intrinsic RC color
between 2.7◦< ρ < 8.5◦. We measure an almost zero slope
between 4◦ < ρ < 7◦ with a constant color of 0.822, a slope
of 0.024 dex deg−1 between 2.7◦< ρ < 4◦, and a slope of
–0.033 dex deg−1 between 7◦< ρ < 8.5◦. The red dashed
line shows our default radial profile for the intrinsic RC color
at ρ < 2.7◦ and ρ > 8.5◦. The yellow stars present the pre-
dicted g − i color from the known metallicity gradient and
the age-metallicity relation for the LMC disk at ρ = 2.7◦,
5.5◦, and 8.5◦.
To verify whether the detected radial color trend is
physically reasonable, we conduct a simple compari-
son of the intrinsic RC colors with PARSEC isochrones
(Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2017) by using previ-
ously reported metallicity gradients and age-metallicity
relations (AMRs) in the LMC disk (Carrera et al. 2008,
2011; Piatti & Geisler 2013; Choudhury et al. 2016;
Pieres et al. 2016) as a guide. These previous studies
reported a shallow metallicity gradient with the mean
[Fe/H] decreasing from –0.4 in the star-forming bar re-
gion to –0.8 to –1.0 in the outer region (≥7◦). There is
no solid metallicity measurement for stars in the south-
ern regions of the LMC outer disk yet. However, our
CMDs can provide a loose constraint on it. For example,
low-metallicity populations develop an extended hori-
zontal branch feature in the CMD. We found no promi-
nent extended HB features in any of our CMDs across
the LMC disk, indicating that the minimum metallic-
ity of the dominant stellar populations cannot be lower
than [Fe/H]'–2 even in the outer disk. Therefore, we
set the minimum average [Fe/H] as –1.0, which is the
minimum average [Fe/H] in the northern regions of the
the LMC outer disk (Carrera et al. 2008).
We first compute the mean absolute g- and i-band
magnitude as well as the mean g − i color only for core
He-burning stars from an isochrone at a given age and
metallicity by following Girardi & Salaris (2001, see their
Equations 3 and 4). The age is in steps of ∆ log(age)
= 0.5 and the metallicity ranges from [Fe/H] = –0.4
to –1.0 in steps of 0.1 dex. We use the Chabrier ini-
tial mass function to be consistent with the PARSEC
isochrones used in this study. The calculated model
RC colors and magnitudes show the same behavior pre-
sented in Girardi & Salaris (2001) and Girardi (2016).
In short, the RC stars older than ∼2 Gyr behave in
a simple way – they become fainter and slightly bluer
(redder) as the age (metallicity) increases. However, the
colors and magnitudes for the RC stars younger than
∼1.5 Gyr vary rapidly with age and behave differently
for different metallicities. We refer the readers to Girardi
& Salaris (2001) and Girardi (2016) for the detailed dis-
cussion about population effects on the RC photometric
properties.
We compare these calculated model mean colors for
a given age and metallicity with the clean RC sample’s
intrinsic colors in each radial range: (i) 2.7◦ to 4◦, (ii)
4◦ to 7◦, and (iii) 7◦ to 8.5◦. For these three radial bins,
we adopt representative [Fe/H] values of –0.5, –0.7, and
–0.8, respectively, which reflect the reported metallicity
gradient in the LMC (Carrera et al. 2008, 2011; Piatti
& Geisler 2013; Pieres et al. 2016). Combining these
three representative metallicities with the known AMR
(Carrera et al. 2008; Piatti & Geisler 2013), we derive
stellar ages of ∼1.6 Gyr, ∼5.6 Gyr, and ∼6.3 Gyr for
these radial bins by finding models that best match our
observed intrinsic colors. The best model colors in each
radial bin are marked as yellow stars in Figure 7.
For the innermost radial bin (0◦ to 2.7◦), we adopt the
intrinsic RC color at ρ = 2.7◦ as a default color, and for
the outermost radial bin (8.5◦ to 10.5◦), we adopt the
intrinsic RC color at ρ = 8.5◦ as a default color rather
than introducing additional color gradients in these ra-
dial bins.
We, however, can attempt to infer physically rea-
sonable intrinsic RC colors both inside ρ = 2.7◦ and
outside ρ = 8.5◦. For example, we can rule out the
possibility of extrapolating the inner color gradient
(∼0.024 dex deg−1) to the innermost radial bin. This is
because the metallicity gradient in the central bar region
has been known to be shallow with a mean [Fe/H] of
about –0.4 dex (e.g., Carrera et al. 2008, 2011; Choud-
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, but for the intrinsic i-band magnitude that are derived from the clean RC sample after correcting
for dust extinction and inclination effect. The intrinsic i-band magnitude distribution for all 10′ cells is shown on the left, and
that for individual clean RC stars is shown on the right. They have the same mean i-band magnitude of ∼18.47 mag, but
the distribution for individual stars is more than three times broader than that of the 10′ cells, again due to the contribution
from both local and global population effects. The σ of 0.031 mag for the cells’ median i-band magnitude distribution, which
represents the global population effect, is consistent with the amount of population effect in the I-band across the LMC fields
(Girardi & Salaris 2001).
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, but for the intrinsic RC i-band
magnitude constructed from the clean RC sample. The yel-
low stars show the predicted model RC magnitudes corre-
sponding to the same metallicities and ages that are used
to predict the model RC colors shown in Figure 7. The red
shaded and dashed lines present our default radial profile of
the intrinsic RC magnitude to derive the distance between
2.7◦< ρ < 8.5◦and outside this radial range, respectively.
hury et al. 2016). If we extrapolate the inner color
gradient of ∼0.024 dex deg−1 to the very center of the
LMC, this predicts a g−i color of ∼0.73. However, none
of the metal-rich ([Fe/H] > –0.5) isochrones have colors
that blue and, in fact, all of the extrapolated colors for
ρ < 2.7◦ are too blue (which are bluer than g − i '
0.8) for the metal-rich isochrones, even with very young
ages. Therefore, this color extrapolation to smaller radii
does not appear physically reasonable.
In Section 7.2, we will investigate physically reason-
able intrinsic RC colors in the innermost and outermost
radial bins, and fully discuss the dependence of the 3D
structure determination on the choice of the intrinsic RC
colors.
4.2. Intrinsic Magnitude of the Red Clump
Girardi & Salaris (2001) measured the effect of stel-
lar population variations in the mean RC magnitude for
some fields across the LMC disk based on spatially re-
solved SFHs and AMRs, and reported the maximum
difference of 0.036 mag in the I-band magnitude among
different regions. Using the clean RC sample, we also
derive the intrinsic magnitude of the RC after correc-
tion for both MW dust and its gradual variation across
the inclined LMC disk by assuming that the relative dis-
tances (due to the inclined disk) are the primary cause
of the magnitude differences observed among the cells
(van der Marel & Cioni 2001).
First, we compute the median i-band magnitude for
all 10′ cells in the clean RC region after correcting for
the extinction by the foreground MW dust. We then
adopt the median MW extinction-corrected i-band mag-
nitude as a “fiducial” RC magnitude to obtain the rel-
ative distances to each other. These relative distances
are converted to the absolute distances by putting the
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Figure 10. E(g− i) reddening maps derived from our RC (left) and from the SFD98 E(B−V ) map (right). We use extinction
coefficients for the E(B−V ) to E(g− i) conversion that account for a systematic ∼14% overestimation in the SFD98 E(B−V )
map (see Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011; Abbott et al. 2018). A dashed box shows the inner region where the LMC emission
dominates far-IR emission, and thus the SFD98 map cannot provide reliable measurements due to the lack of angular resolution
to resolve complex temperature structures. Thus, we intentionally do not show their map inside the box. Outside the box,
the two maps shows an excellent agreement, both qualitatively as well as quantitatively, indicating that the majority of the
extinction in the outer disk comes from the MW foreground cirrus. The electronic version of our reddening map is available as
supplementary material to this paper.
LMC center at D0 = 49.9 kpc (de Grijs et al. 2014). We
use the absolute distances (D) and celestial coordinates
(right ascension α, declination δ) of each cell to compute
their Cartesian coordinates (X,Y ,Z).
To perform the coordinate transformation from the
celestial coordinates and distance to Cartesian coordi-
nates, we adopt the LMC disk’s photometric center,
(α0,δ0) = (82.25°,–69.5°), as the origin (van der Marel
2001; van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014).
Cartesian coordinates (X,Y ,Z) with the origin (α0,δ0)
are defined as follows:
X = −D sin(α− α0) cos(δ),
Y = D sin(δ) cos(δ0)−D sin(δ0) cos(α− α0) cos(δ),
Z = D0 −D sin(δ) sin(δ0)−D cos(δ) cos(δ0) cos(α− α0),
(1)
where the X-axis is antiparallel to the right ascension
axis, the Y -axis is parallel to the declination axis, and
the Z-axis is toward the observer.
We fit a plane to the (X,Y ,Z) positions of all clean RC
cells by minimizing their distances to the plane using
an optimization algorithm (scipy.optimize.leastsq).
The fitting yields an inclination angle of 27.81◦±0.23◦ and
position angle of 146.37◦±0.37◦. From this fitted plane
for the clean RC sample, we compute the expected
magnitude gradient across the LMC disk and correct
the extinction-corrected i-band magnitude for this ex-
pected geometric effect. This MW dust and inclination
correction yields the intrinsic RC magnitude. We note
that the inclination and position angle measured based
on only the clean RC sample is not our final measure-
ment (see Section 6.1 for the final measurement), but
there is no significant change in the resulting intrin-
sic RC magnitude with our final measurements of the
inclination angle (∼26◦) and position angle (∼149◦).
Between these two sets of the inclination and position
angles, the maximum geometric effect in magnitude is
found to be ∼0.03 mag, and the magnitude differences
in the most areas are comparable to our photometric
uncertainty.
Because we assume that the relative distance is
the primary cause of the relative magnitude differ-
ence among cells, the residuals in the inclination-
corrected magnitudes might allow us to characterize
the “marginal” population effects in the intrinsic RC
magnitude distribution. In fact, assuming that the in-
clination is the primary cause is physically reasonable in
terms of the expected mild stellar population gradient
across the disk. Thus, the residual differences in the
magnitudes after correction for first-order inclination
should contain information on the effect of variation in
stellar populations across the LMC on the RC intrinsic
magnitudes.
In Figure 8, we present the intrinsic RC magnitude
distributions of the cells (left) and individual stars
(right). Although both distributions roughly follow
a Gaussian profile with the same mean magnitude of
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Figure 11. Examples for dust correction in low (Field 237), moderate (Field 49), and high (Field 41) extinction regions from
top to bottom rows. In each row, we show an observed CMD (left), a CMD corrected using our RC-based reddening map
(middle left), and a CMD corrected using the emission-based SFD98 map (middle right). To make comparison easy, we overplot
the contours of an observed CMD in the corrected CMDs. In the low-extinction case, both our map and the SFD98 map work
well and return almost identical CMDs after correction, confirming that the SFD98 map can be used in low-extinction regions
in the outer LMC disk. In the moderate-extinction case, the CMD corrected with our map shows a tighter RGB sequence
and a sharper SRC feature while the CMD corrected with the SFD98 map starts suffering from overcorrection, resulting in
the RC streak in the opposite direction and artifacts in the MS. As expected, the overcorrection problem gets worse in the
high-extinction case, while our reddening map returns the CMD that seems reasonably well corrected. The last columns in each
row show the Ai distributions of each field from our and the SFD98 reddening maps. The inset panels show the locations of each
field within the LMC (red hexagon). In the low-extinction region, two distributions are very similar to each other. However,
in Fields 41 and 49, the distributions of Ai from the SFD98 map feature long tails toward larger values of Ai. As discussed by
SFD98 and in the text, the SFD98 maps do not trace extinction well in the inner LMC disk.
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Figure 12. A cell-by-cell comparison between the mean AV
map from our reddening map and the AV map derived from
the H i column density (NH i) in the inner LMC disk. From
NH i, we determineAV using the average relation found in the
LMC within ∼8% uncertainty (see Table 2 of Gordon et al.
2003). The red contour shows a cell-by-cell comparison with
the AV values determined using the relation found around
the 30 Dor region (Fitzpatrick 1985). For both cases, our AV
values scale with the AV values derived from NH i, indicating
our RC-based reddening map traces dust in the inner LMC
disk reasonably well. The pink dashed line corresponds to a
one-to-one relationship. We also present the 1D histograms
of the AV values to explicitly show that most of the sightlines
have less than 0.5 mag of extinction, indicating that the bias
in our RC-based extinction map will likely be no more than
a couple of tenths of magnitude.
∼18.47, the distribution of individual stars is slightly
skewed to brighter magnitudes. Bright stars contribut-
ing to this skewness are confined into the end of the
prominent spiral arm, suggesting these bright stars
might be younger on average. Since RC brightness
responds to stellar age more sensitively than color for
a given metallicity, a lack of skewness in the color dis-
tribution of individual stars can be understood. Nev-
ertheless, the width (∼0.1 mag) of the individual stars’
magnitude distribution is consistent with the theoretical
dispersion in magnitude due to local age and metallicity
spread (e.g., Girardi & Salaris 2001; Yanchulova Merica-
Jones et al. 2017). Furthermore, we find an excellent
agreement between the width (0.031 mag) of the cells’
distribution, which reflects a global variation in stellar
population effect across the LMC disk, and the maxi-
mum I-band magnitude difference of 0.036 mag that is
measured among different regions in the LMC (Girardi
& Salaris 2001) .
Figure 9 presents the radial profile of the intrinsic
RC magnitude in the i-band. In contrast to the ra-
dial color dependence, the radial profile of the intrinsic
RC magnitude is rather flat across the entire observed
radial range with only a slightly brighter (∼0.03 mag)
magnitude in the radial bin, 2.7◦< ρ < 4◦, which is
likely due to younger populations toward the central
region. This magnitude radial profile shows excellent
agreement with the expected magnitudes (marked as
yellow stars) from the same age, metallicity models that
explain the measured intrinsic RC color radial profile
(see Section 4.1.2). Thus, we adopt the mean magnitude
of 18.476 as a constant intrinsic RC magnitude between
4◦< ρ < 8.5◦, and adopt a slope of 0.019 mag deg−1
between 2.7◦< ρ < 4◦. As with the color radial profile,
we set the magnitudes at ρ = 2.7◦ and 8.5◦ as the default
values in the innermost (ρ < 2.7◦) and outermost (ρ <
8.5◦) radial bins, respectively. We will also discuss how
the choice of different magnitudes affects the resulting
3D structures in Section 7.2.
5. A REDDENING MAP OF THE LMC DISK
Figure 10 presents the reddening map derived by RC
color, showing the median reddening along the line of
sight toward each cell. We compute the extinction for
each cell by comparing the inferred intrinsic color from
Section 4.1 and the observed median color of the RC
at a given cell: E(g − i) = (g − i)obs − (g − i)0. The
average LMC reddening is E(g−i) = 0.15±0.05, which is
in good agreement with the previously reported average
reddening measurements using intermediate/old stars in
the LMC (e.g., Zaritsky et al. 2004; Haschke et al. 2011).
The electronic version of our reddening map is available.
In the right panel of Figure 10, we also present the
SFD98 reddening map derived from the dust emission.
In the region outside the dashed box, our RC reddening
map shows excellent agreement with the SFD98 map in
both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Schlegel et al.
(1998) derived E(B − V ) using dust emission at 100µm
assuming only MW dust (RV = 3.1), and thus we also
assume MW dust when converting SFD98 E(B − V ) to
E(g − i). We note for the reader that Schlegel et al.
(1998) reported that for regions containing the LMC,
their reddening measurements are unreliable because of
insufficient angular resolution to resolve the complex
temperature structure toward the LMC disk. The effect
of an unresolved temperature structure on the SFD98
map is especially severe in the central regions of the
LMC disk where the LMC dust overwhelms the MW
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Figure 13. Radial dependence of the measured inclination (left) and position angle (right) with our default radial color profile.
In each panel, the gray dashed line represents the measurement from each 1◦ wide annulus, whereas the gray solid line represents
the measurement from each circle with a given radius. The red solid lines show the same as the gray solid lines, but for the case
of a constant intrinsic g− i color of 0.820 and a constant intrinsic i-band magnitude of 18.476 across the entire disk. In general,
both the inclination and position angle decrease with galactic radius, while the annulus fitting returns the increased inclination
and the decreased position angle in the two outer annuli where the outer warp appears.
foreground. In the central regions, our reddening map
shows an excellent morphological agreement with the
high-resolution Herschel dust emission images (Gordon
et al. 2014).
The distribution of ratios between our reddening map
and the SFD98 map can be described as a Gaussian
profile with a peak around 1 when ignoring the central
region (i.e., high-extinction regions), suggesting good
quantitative agreement in the outer disk. This indi-
cates that the majority of the reddening toward the non-
central regions results from the MW foreground, which
acts as a dust screen on stars behind it, and thus cor-
roborates that the SFD98 map works well in the outer
regions. If the LMC internal dust contributes to the
majority of the reddening in the outer disk, one should
expect discrepancy between the two maps. This is be-
cause the SFD98 map traces the total dust emission from
a given region, whereas our map represents the median
reddening values in each cell measured from individual
RC stars that only sample dust in front of them. Thus,
the SFD98 map would have shown systematically higher
values than our map if internal LMC extinction domi-
nated in the outer disk.
Figure 11 presents examples of CMDs dust-corrected
by our map and the SFD98 map for low (Field 237),
moderate (Field 49), and high (Field 41) extinction re-
gions. In each case, we show an observed CMD, a cor-
rected CMD using our RC-based reddening map, a CMD
corrected using the emission-based SFD98 map, and dis-
tributions of Ai values from our and SFD98 reddening
maps. For the low-extinction case (top row), both our
map and the SFD98 map return almost identical CMDs
after correction, and their Ai distributions are indeed
very similar to each other, confirming that the SFD98
map can be used in low-extinction regions in the outer
LMC disk. For the moderate extinction case, the CMD
corrected by our map shows a tighter RGB sequence
and a sharper SRC feature, while the CMD corrected
by the SFD98 map shows the RC streak in the opposite
direction and some artifacts in the MS because of over-
correction. The Ai distribution from the SFD98 map
clearly develops a long tail to larger values of Ai. As
expected, the overcorrection problem with the SFD98
map becomes more severe in the high-extinction case,
while our reddening map returns the CMD that seems
reasonably well corrected overall.
As explained by SFD98 and discussed above, the
SFD98 map fails in the optically bright LMC disk be-
cause the data on which the map was based could not
resolve the temperature structure of the LMC disk. This
failure explains the severe overcorrection of extinction
in Fields 41 and 49 in Figure 11. An additional issue is
that SFD98 measured the total emission by dust, both
foreground and internal to the LMC, along the line of
sight, whereas our maps are sensitive to the total fore-
ground extinction but only to the median of the LMC
internal extinction. Thus, our map will either over- or
undercorrect for the true extinction, depending on the
relative geometry of individual stars and dust. This bias
is likely to be most pronounced in the regions of high ex-
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tinction found in the central LMC disk (ρ < 2◦). The
extent of this bias will likely be no more than a few of
tenths of magnitude as will be seen later in Figure 12. In
regions of low to moderate internal LMC extinction (i.e.,
ρ > 2◦), as shown in Figure 11, the bias should be negli-
gible, as the Galactic foreground extinction makes up a
larger fraction of the total extinction in these areas. Fur-
thermore, the median relative distances between LMC
subregions, corrected for dust using our map, would not
significantly change in spite of the bias. Our use of the
RC-derived extinction map is thus unlikely to affect the
correct geometry of the galaxy midplane, and thus our
results on the LMCs three-dimensional structure should
be robust against this extinction bias.
In Figure 12, we perform a cell-by-cell comparison of
our median AV map and the AV map derived from the
H i column density (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003) for a bet-
ter quantitative verification of our reddening map in the
inner star forming disk where the internal LMC dust is
dominant. The H i image used here was convolved to
have a spatial resolution of 40′′ and removed a large-
scale structured background emission by Gordon et al.
(2014). We also construct our RC-based AV map at
40′′ resolution for a cell-by-cell comparison. For a given
H i column density (NH i), we obtain the optical extinc-
tion along a given slightline using the empirical relation
obtained by correlating the reddening of stars with the
H i column density in the LMC galaxy. A coefficient be-
tween the gas column density and extinction varies with
the ISM properties (e.g., metallicity and ISM phase).
For example, Fitzpatrick (1985) found the relation of
AV = NH i/(7.74× 1021) around the 30 Dor region. On
the other hand, Gordon et al. (2003) measured the av-
erage LMC AV = NH i/(3.25 × 1021), implying overall
lower gas-to-dust ratios than the 30 Dor region.
In Figure 12, the underlying color scale shows the
comparison RC-based AV values with AV values de-
rived from the average LMC relation, while the red
contour shows the comparison with AV values derived
from the 30 Dor region relation. For both cases, our
RC-based AV measurement correlates well with the H i -
based AV measurement. This, combined with morpho-
logical agreement with the FIR dust emission images,
suggests that our RC method works reasonably well in
the inner LMC disk as well. Although these two spe-
cific coefficients do not result in one-to-one correlation,
it seems that the LMC might have a typical coefficient
somewhere between these two coefficients, but determi-
nation of that coefficient or gas-to-dust ratio is beyond
the scope of this paper. Besides the variation in gas-to-
dust ratio across the LMC star-forming disk, another
obvious thing that might contribute to the deviation
from one-to-one correlation is the bias in our RC-based
AV values especially at larger values of AV where the
impact of difference between our median extinction and
the total line-of-sight extinction toward individual stars
is more significant. For the average LMC case, lower
gas-to-dust ratios result in larger extinction values for
a given H i column density than our RC-based median
extinction values. On the other hand, for the 30 Dor
case, our RC-based AV values are larger because larger
gas-to-dust ratios lead to lower AV values for a given
H i column density. These trends, shown in Figure 12,
may in part be explained by the bias in our RC extinc-
tion map. The 1D histograms of AV values in Figure 12
show that most line of sights have extinction less than
0.5 mag, indicating that the bias in our RC-based ex-
tinction map for the central star-forming disk is likely
no more than a few tenths of magnitude.
6. A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAP OF THE LMC
DISK
6.1. Inclination and Position Angle
In this section, we constrain the LMC disk’s (i,θ) us-
ing RC stars selected from the data covering a wide area
of the unexplored southern part of the disk. First, we
measure relative distances with respect to the LMC cen-
ter using the extinction-corrected relative i-band magni-
tudes for each subregion. With a distance to each subre-
gion, the subregion positions are expressed in Cartesian
coordinates (X,Y ,Z).
To characterize the properties of the LMC disk, we
define a galaxy plane relative to the sky plane based
on the 3D distribution of all cells by minimizing their
distances to the plane using scipy.optimize.leastsq
again. The unit normal vector (nˆ), defined in the Carte-
sian coordinates, of the best-fit plane is (nx, ny, nz) =
(0.375,-0.223,0.899). From this normal vector, we de-
rive i = cos−1(nz) and θ = pi + tan−1(ny/nx). The
fitted plane has an inclination of 25.86◦±0.19 and the
position angle (θ) of 149.23◦±0.49. The uncertainties
reported here are random errors, associated with the
plane fitting, calculated using the MCMC sampler emcee
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We allow each of the
100 walkers to take 2000 steps and compute the 68%
confidence interval as the 1σ uncertainty of each fitting
quantity after discarding the burn-in phase of the first
500 steps. These errors do not include any systematic
uncertainties associated with stellar population effects.
The systematic uncertainties in our (i,θ) measurements
are provided in Section 7.
The LMC disk has been found to be twisted (varying
line of nodes with galactic radius), warped (not a single
plane), and flared (increasing scale height with galac-
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tic radius) likely due to tidal interactions with both the
SMC and the MW (van der Marel & Cioni 2001; Olsen &
Salyk 2002; Nikolaev et al. 2004; Subramanian & Subra-
maniam 2009; Balbinot et al. 2015). Therefore, the incli-
nation (i) and the position angle of the line of nodes (θ,
the intersection of the galaxy plane and the sky plane)
depend on the spatial coverage of the survey data. In-
deed, it has been shown that these two parameters vary
with both angular distance from the galactic center and
measurement techniques even for a given stellar tracer
because of the complicated shape of the LMC disk (van
der Marel & Cioni 2001; Subramanian & Subramaniam
2013; Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017). Furthermore,
it has been found that determined the LMC disk prop-
erties depend significantly on the choice of stellar pop-
ulations to trace the disk structure (e.g., Balbinot et al.
2015).
In Figure 13, we explore the effect of twists and warps
on (i,θ) measurement. We first define eight 1◦ wide ra-
dial annuli between 2◦ and 10◦ on the tangent plane
(ξ,η), and then (1) measure (i,θ) from all RC cells in
each annulus and (2) measure (i,θ) for all RC cells en-
closed within a circular area that defines the outer edge
of each annulus. Each annulus fitting reflects the local
geometry better than the circular area fitting. Black
dashed lines present how the (i,θ) measurements change
for each annulus, while black solid lines show the de-
pendence of (i,θ) on areal coverage (i.e., each circular
area for a given angular distance from the LMC cen-
ter). Like van der Marel & Cioni (2001), we also find a
strong radial dependence of (i,θ) – in general, both (i,θ)
rapidly (slowly) decrease with galactic radius in the in-
ner (outer) disk. The inclination and position angle are
large in the central region (< 4◦), where the bar is dom-
inant. This indicates that the bar itself is likely tilted
more than the rest of the disk (see Section 6.3). Inno
et al. (2016) studied the 3D distribution of Cepheids
and also found a strong radial dependence of (i,θ) in the
inner LMC disk. The inclination angle from annulus fit-
ting significantly increases in the very outer region (>
8◦), where the warp is dominant.
Both measuring methods (annulus vs. circular area)
produce similar radial trends, except for the outer region
(ρ > 8◦). The inferred inclination angle dramatically
decreases from ∼40◦ to ∼25◦ with angular distance until
ρ ' 7◦ and then almost converges or slightly increases
beyond that radius. On the other hand, the θ values are
rather flat with a slight decrease after a sharp drop at
ρ < 3.5–4.5◦, ranging between ∼140◦ and ∼160◦. This
trend is found in both measuring schemes, although the
measured θ values from the annulus fitting are slightly
smaller, and there is a drop to ∼120◦ in the outer region.
We also investigate the radial dependence of (i,θ) val-
ues for the case in which a constant intrinsic RC color of
0.82 is used across the disk. The red lines in Figure 13
show (i,θ) results for the case of the constant intrinsic
RC color and circular area fitting. The inclination an-
gles behave in an almost identical way to those from the
radially varying intrinsic RC color case in all different
areal coverages. There are only a few degree differences
along the galactic radius. The position angles for the
constant intrinsic RC color case also behave in a simi-
lar way to the radially varying intrinsic RC color case.
For the (i,θ) measurements in each annulus, the con-
stant color case follows almost the same pattern as the
radially varying color case, and thus we do not overplot
them for clarity.
For the LMC, its previously reported inclination angle
ranges from ∼7◦ to ∼40◦,and its reported position an-
gle also widely ranges from ∼100◦ to ∼180◦ (e.g., van
der Marel & Cioni 2001; Olsen & Salyk 2002; Koer-
wer 2009; Subramanian & Subramaniam 2010, 2013;
Inno et al. 2016; Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017).
Our measured i and θ values, both from the best-fit
plane and from the annulus/circular area fitting, fall
well within these ranges. Specifically, the measured po-
sition angle is in good agreement with the reported val-
ues based on the RC (e.g., Olsen & Salyk 2002). On
the other hand, the measured i is smaller than reported
values based on the RC. This discrepancy from face-
value comparison is likely due to our larger areal cov-
erage of the southern disk than previous studies. If
we consider the smaller areal coverage of the different
datasets based on Figure 13, the measured i agrees well
with the previous measurements. Our inclination is also
similar to that measured in the northern outer disk by
modeling the star number count map as an elliptical
disk (i = 25.18◦±0.71; Mackey et al. 2016). Further-
more, our results are consistent with the measured (i,θ)
based on combined information of line-of-sight veloci-
ties and proper motions (van der Marel & Kallivayalil
2014). They measured (i,θ) = (30.3◦±5.9,153.7◦±5.4)
for their young star sample (red super giant stars) and
(34.0◦±7.0,139.1◦±4.1) for their old star sample (a mix
of carbon stars, AGB stars, and RGB stars).
6.2. Disk Thickness
We measure the thickness of the LMC’s stellar disk
from the distribution of distances of individual stars to
the fitted plane. The distribution of distances to the
fitted disk plane roughly follows a Gaussian distribution
with a σ of ∼1.0 kpc, leading to the FWHM thickness of
∼2.35 kpc. The LMC disk has been known to be thicker
than the MW thick disk.
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Figure 14. Left: The 3D RC distribution along the maximum line-of-sight depth gradient, which is perpendicular to the line
of nodes. Positive (negative) ∆Z denotes closer (farther) to the observer than the galaxy center. The grayscale represents the
star number counts – the brighter the pixel, the higher the stellar number density. The LMC disk is clearly tilted with respect
to the sky plane (Z = 0) in a way that the NE is closer to us and the SW is farther away from us. We mark the warp found
in the inner part of the disk by Olsen & Salyk (2002) as well as the new warp in the outer disk toward the SMC. For clarity,
we present the cells corresponding to the Olsen & Salyk (2002) observing fields as red circles. Out of the 50 observing fields
of Olsen & Salyk (2002), 44 fields overlap with our data. Right: An edge-on view of the LMC disk. The y-axis is the distance
from the fitted disk in this projection. The red solid line traces the median distance weighted by stellar number density.
The line-of-sight depth of the LMC disk has been
measured in the literature (e.g., Subramanian & Sub-
ramaniam 2009; Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017;
Yanchulova Merica-Jones et al. 2017). We also mea-
sure a line-of-sight depth by looking at the distribution
of individual stars along the Z-axis. We use stars only
at ρ > 2◦ to obtain a robust measurement by avoiding
the artificial broadening along the line of sight due to
the bias in our dust correction from using the median
reddening values (see bottom panels in Figure 11). The
measured line-of-sight depth is ∼7 kpc, which is larger
than previous measurements by 1–2 kpc. This larger
depth might be due to our larger areal coverage with
the outer warp. As expected, including stars in the
central region (ρ < 2◦) increases the line-of-sight depth
by ∼0.5 kpc.
6.3. Warp and Bar
The left panel of Figure 14 shows the 3D structure
of the LMC disk in projected Cartesian coordinates
(X,Y ,Z) along the maximum distance gradient, which
is perpendicular to the line of nodes. The grayscale re-
flects the stellar number counts along the viewing direc-
tion. The LMC disk is tilted against the sky plane, with
the northeast (southwest) closer to (farther from) us. As
shown, the LMC disk is clearly not a simple plane, which
is consistent with previous studies – it has multiple rip-
ples like the MW or other spiral galaxies (e.g., Go´mez
et al. 2013). Similar ripples in the inner region can be
also found in the near-infrared photometric data of the
RC (Fig.9 in Subramanian & Subramaniam 2013). A
rippled disk is a common feature in a galaxy with close
encounters with its satellite galaxies (Go´mez et al. 2017).
In the LMC inner disk, Olsen & Salyk (2002) detected
a warp feature in the southwest (between 2◦ and 4◦ from
the center along the maximum gradient). We repro-
duce their warp in our data as well by looking at cells
corresponding to their observing fields (red circles Fig-
ure 14). These cells coincide with the highest stellar
density. We mark their warp the “Olsen & Salyk warp”
in Figure 14, which turns out to be a portion of the rip-
pled disk. Its amplitude (∼2 kpc) and direction (toward
us) are in excellent agreement with the findings in Olsen
& Salyk (2002). The Olsen & Salyk warp corresponds
to the feature seen between –2.5 kpc and –4 kpc along
the maximum gradient. Its direction toward us makes
the warp being tilted opposite to the rest of the south-
west disk. van der Marel & Cioni (2001) suggested a
warped disk based on decreasing inclination angle with
angular radius between 2.7◦ and 7◦, indicating that the
Olsen & Salyk warp indeed affected their inclination and
position angle measurements. We also detect such a de-
crease in inclination until ∼7◦ from the center (see Fig-
ure 13). When measuring the disk inclination using the
cells in the Olsen & Salyk (2002) observing fields, but
excluding the cells that form the Olsen & Salyk warp,
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Figure 15. A modified version of the edge-on view of a
stellar density map for Model 2 from Besla et al. (2012).
This projection is comparable with our edge-on view shown
in Figure 14. This model predicted the outer warp we detect
for the first time in the outer disk toward the SMC due to
the recent direct collision between the MCs a few hundred
Myr ago. The direction toward the SMC is marked.
the fitting yields i =34.42◦ which is consistent with i =
35.8◦±2.4◦measured by Olsen & Salyk (2002).
In the right panel of Figure 14, we present the edge-
on view of the disk. The red line shows the average
distance to the fitted plane weighted by stellar number
count in each 0.2 kpc bin along the x-axis. With our
large areal coverage for the southern disk, we find a new
prominent warp in the southwest that starts at about
–5.5 kpc from the center (or ∼7◦ southwest from the
center on the sky). The warp departs from the fitted
disk plane up to ∼4 kpc in a direction away from the
Sun, which is in the opposite direction to the Olsen &
Salyk warp. This is the first detection of this outer warp,
made possible by the large areal coverage of the SMASH
data for the southern LMC disk. The warp feature is
robust against the choice of the intrinsic RC color radial
profile. Also, we do believe that the warp is not an
artifact resulting from the edge of our observing area,
which is imprinted as a sharp drop in stellar number
density that is coincidentally parallel to the direction of
the new warp. This is because the average distance from
the galaxy plane starts to increase negatively (i.e., away
from the observer) between –5 kpc and –6.5 kpc where
the effect of the observing edge does not kick in yet.
The bar stands out as a high density in the central
region in Figure 4. The 3D spatial distribution of cells
around the bar – it is non-trivial to identify only bar
stars – shows a wide dispersion along the vertical di-
rection (i.e., perpendicular to the plane). Thus, quan-
tifying the bar structure as a plane is not reasonable.
Instead, we can interpret the larger (i,θ) of the inner
disk (ρ < 4◦), which encompasses the bar, as evidence
of a highly tilted bar. If the central bar significantly
affects the determination of the geometry of the inner
disk, the bar seems to be tilted relative to the fitted
plane at least by ∼5–15◦. Although the origin and the
geometry of the off-centered bar in the LMC remains to
be fully understood (e.g., Zhao & Evans 2000; Zaritsky
2004; Bekki 2009; Subramaniam & Subramanian 2009),
an off-centered and tilted bar naturally forms in Besla’s
Model 2 due to a recent direct collision with the SMC.
7. DISCUSSION
7.1. Implication for the LMC–SMC Interaction
Histories
The SMASH data enable us to constrain the 3D struc-
ture of the LMC disk and detect its interesting features.
The LMC disk is found to be twisted and warped with
ripples, and to have a tilted bar. These features were
previously found in other studies, and are mainly asso-
ciated with the inner LMC disk. With our SMASH data,
which includes a large unexplored area of the southern
disk, we also detect these features, confirming that the
LMC is indeed significantly disturbed. Furthermore, we
reveal a prominent warp in the outer southwest disk (ρ >
7◦) for the first time. This warp departs ∼4 kpc from
the LMC disk plane toward the SMC.
The current space velocities of the MCs favor their
first infall into the MW halo, suggesting interactions
with the SMC as the primary cause of the disturbed
LMC disk rather than MW tides. Thus, morphological
studies of the MCs are one of the keys to constraining
their interaction history. Under the first infall scenario,
Besla et al. (2012) investigated the role of tidal inter-
actions between the MCs in their evolution using two
different orbital histories between the MCs: (1) Model
1 – the SMC completes two passages around the LMC
without getting closer than 20 kpc, and (2) Model 2
– the SMC completes three passages around the LMC
including the recent (∼100-300 Myr ago) direct colli-
sion. Each model successfully reproduces some proper-
ties of the Magellanic system, and while Model 1 better
reproduces the large-scale gaseous structures, Model 2
performs significantly better at reproducing the detailed
morphology and kinematics of the LMC disk.
The edge-on view in Figure 14 is comparable to the
galaxy y–z plane shown in the bottom panels of Figs.
12 and 13 from Besla et al. (2012). For convenience,
we show a modified version of an edge-on view stellar
density map for Model 2 from Besla et al. (2012) in
Figure 15. Their Model 2 clearly shows the outer warps
in both the stellar and gaseous disks.
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Although Besla et al. (2012) tried to connect their
outer warp with the Olsen & Salyk warp, which was the
only prominent observed warp at that time, our study
makes it clear now that the Olsen & Salyk warp is one
of the inner disk features. Thus, their predicted outer
warp, starting at ∼5 kpc from the disk center in their
Model 2, actually has not had an observed counterpart
until now. Based on the very similar position and size of
the warp we find in the outer southwest disk, we argue
that our new warp is the one corresponding to the outer
warp presented in Model 2. Indeed, the position and
amplitude of the warp is surprisingly similar to those
predicted in their Model 2.
By contrast, the big warp in the outer disk does not
appear in their Model 1, in which the SMC completed
only two passages with large separations around the
LMC. Because this outer warp is not created in Model
1, which has no direct collision between the MCs, our
finding of the new warp (in addition to the tilted bar)
supports a recent direct collision of the LMC with the
SMC. The observed relative velocities of the SMC and
LMC measured using new HST proper motions of the
SMC (Zivick et al. 2018) further support this direct col-
lision scenario.
More importantly, this new morphological feature
might provide better constraints on model parameters
for future theoretical modeling, not just for the MCs
themselves but possibly also for other dwarf–dwarf pair
systems (e.g., Stierwalt et al. 2015; Pearson et al. 2016).
To provide a more complete picture of the outer warp,
future studies should attempt to identify and quantify
its counterpart in the northeast disk. If the warp origi-
nates owing to the tidal field of the MW, we expect an
“integral” shape (e.g., Mackey et al. 2016; Go´mez et al.
2017). If the structure originates from a collision with
the SMC, the warp in the northeast is expected to be
weaker than the outer warp we find (Besla et al. 2016).
7.2. Effect of Variation in Stellar Populations
Although the RC is a good probe of extinction and
distance, it suffers from stellar population effects in its
color and magnitude. In the previous section, we mea-
sured the radial profiles of the intrinsic color and mag-
nitude using only stars from the clean RC regions across
the LMC disk to take population variations into account
as much as possible. This analysis uncovered a radial
variation both in color and magnitude. However, the
limited areal coverage (2.7◦< ρ < 8.5◦) of the clean
RC regions prevents us from obtaining complete color
and magnitude radial profiles that fully cover from the
innermost region (ρ < 2.7◦) to the outer region (ρ >
8.5◦).
The (i,θ) and amplitude of the warp might depend on
our choice of the intrinsic RC color in the innermost and
outermost radial bins. The amount of the extinction cor-
rection is determined by the choice of the intrinsic col-
ors, and a larger extinction correction to the observed
magnitude leads to a brighter intrinsic magnitude (i.e.,
closer to us), and vice versa. If we adopt a redder (bluer)
intrinsic color for the outermost radial bin, then the dis-
tances to the regions associated with the warp feature
would become larger (smaller), making the warp more
(less) prominent. Furthermore, variations in the intrin-
sic magnitude in the innermost and outermost radial
bins also affect the relative shape of the disk, probably
leading to a change in the warp amplitude.
In this section, we attempt to adopt reasonable ex-
tremes of the assumed intrinsic color and magnitude for
those regions based on both our own measurements in
the rest of the radial range and the results of previous
studies on the LMC’s metallicity gradient and AMR. We
discuss how our choice of the intrinsic color and magni-
tude in the central and outer regions can affect the 3D
structural measurements. We also discuss the case for
a single intrinsic color and magnitude across the disk to
compare with the traditional RC method.
Case I: For the innermost radial bin (ρ < 2.7◦), if
we adopt [Fe/H] = –0.4 and a ∼1 Gyr old6 population,
the predicted mean RC color is ∼0.84, which is redder
than the rest of the disk, and the corresponding mean
RC magnitude is ∼18.76 mag, which is ∼0.3 mag fainter
than the default magnitude in the innermost radial bin.
This fainter intrinsic magnitude in the innermost re-
gion induces a structure protruding from the disk by
4–5 kpc, making the outer warp slightly less prominent
than the default case (by ∼10%). For the main disk
(i.e., excluding the protruding structure), we obtain the
inclination of 26.56◦ and position angle of 147.02◦ with
respect to the results for our default case.
An elevated bar above the disk in the LMC has been
suggested by some studies (e.g., Zhao & Evans 2000;
Nikolaev et al. 2004; Haschke et al. 2012). For exam-
ple, Haschke et al. (2012) found evidence that the bar
is ∼5 kpc closer to us than the disk in their RR Lyrae
sample, but no evidence was found in their Cepheid sam-
ple. On the other hand, Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al.
(2017) interpreted the protruding structure seen in their
OGLE-IV RR Lyrae stars as an artifact due to blend-
ing and crowding effects. In addition, Subramaniam &
Subramanian (2009) analyzed the OGLE-III RC stars
and concluded that the bar is located within the disk.
6 This is the young end for the mean RC age range (Girardi
2016).
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We also do not take this protruding structure seriously
because the inferred reddening from this color choice is
lower than the previous measurements for the central
region (e.g., Haschke et al. 2011; Tatton et al. 2013).
Although it might be reasonable to adopt this com-
bination of age and metallicity for the innermost radial
bin, the intrinsic RC color and magnitude vary signifi-
cantly in the young age regime (< 1.5 Gyr; see Fig. 1 in
Girardi & Salaris 2001). This means that it is impossi-
ble to determine representative ages from our own clean
RC sample without detailed SFH measurements in the
central region. Stellar populations in the central region
might be too complex to be described as one represen-
tative color and magnitude.
Case II: For the outermost radial bin (ρ > 8.5◦), if
we extrapolate with the outer radial bin’s slope of –
0.033 dex deg−1, the expected color at ρ = 10◦.5 is ∼0.7.
This color can be reasonably explained with a slightly
lower metallicity ([Fe/H] = –0.9 or –1.0) and older age
(∼10 Gyr or ∼8 Gyr) compared to the previous radial
bin, which is also consistent with the LMC’s smooth and
shallow metallicity and age gradients. If we adopt the
population of [Fe/H] = –0.9 and 10 Gyr, the correspond-
ing model magnitude at ρ =10.5◦is ∼18.6 mag, which
requires a magnitude profile slope of 0.059 dex deg−1
in the outermost radial bin. With these modified color
and magnitude radial profiles, we measure the inclina-
tion of 24.47◦ and position angle of 155.66◦. The outer
warp becomes more prominent; its amplitude increases
by ∼10% with respect to the results for our default case.
Case III: If we combine the changes in these two ra-
dial bins (i.e., Cases I and II), both the inclination and
position angle are consistent with the results for our de-
fault case within uncertainties. This might be because
the net effect from the bar region and the warp region
compensate each other. The warp shows no noticeable
change in its shape and amplitude.
Case IV: Adopting a constant intrinsic RC color and
magnitude is the simplest way to derive line-of-sight ex-
tinctions and distances to RC stars. Previously, many
studies measured the LMC structure in this way, and
then discussed possible uncertainties due to the popula-
tion effects. If we assume no radial dependence of the in-
trinsic RC color and magnitude throughout our analysis,
the inclination and position angle are 26.59◦ (∼1◦ larger
than the default case) and 140.88◦ (∼9◦ smaller than the
default case). In this case, the Olsen & Salyk warp be-
comes stronger, making the outer warp launch from be-
low the fitted plane. This results in a decrease in an am-
plitude of the outer warp, which is measured from the
fitted plane, by up to ∼25%. If we make a fairer compar-
ison with the other cases where the outer warp launches
from the fitted plane by measuring its amplitude from
where it actually starts, the amplitude is ∼10% smaller
than the default case.
In conclusion, the systematic uncertainties due to pop-
ulation effects on the inclination are –5.4%/+2.8% (cor-
responding to –1.39◦ and 0.73◦) and –5.6%/+4.3% (cor-
responding to –8.35◦ and 6.43◦) on the position angle.
The shape and the presence of the outer warp are ro-
bust against the choice of radial profiles of the intrinsic
RC color and magnitude. The amplitude of the warp
is marginally sensitive (up to ∼10%) to the choice of
the intrinsic color and magnitude in the innermost and
outermost radial bins. Although there are small vari-
ations in the (i,θ) measurements with the population
effects, the general trends of these parameters do not
change: (1) the disk is tilted with respect to the sky
plane (the northeast is closer to us, whereas the south-
west is farther away from us), and (2) the LMC has a
well-developed warp toward the SMC in the southwest-
ern region, and (3) the central bar is tilted relative to the
rest of the disk. We also find that the disk thickness is
robust against the variation in stellar populations (Cases
I–IV) regardless of whether the central disk where our
RC-derived median reddening map can cause the bias is
included. The line-of-sight depth is also robust against
the variation in stellar populations when excluding the
protruding structure in the central region.
8. SUMMARY
We use the high-quality SMASH data that map
∼480 deg2 of the Magellanic System with high precision
and accuracy both in photometry and astrometry. Out
of 197 SMASH fields, we use 62 fields that cover the
main body of the LMC (∼5◦ to the north and ∼11◦
to the south from the galactic center), and select 2.2
million RC stars to map the LMC’s dust reddening and
to understand its 3D structure. The SMASH data cover
the southern periphery of the LMC disk, which has
never been previously explored to this depth.
In the past, the RC has been extensively used to trace
stellar structures because of its narrow color and magni-
tude ranges. However, its inherent dependence on stellar
population (age and metallicity) has not been properly
considered. For example, many studies used a constant
color and magnitude assuming a single (or average) age
and metallicity. In this study, we conduct a careful anal-
ysis to determine the intrinsic RC color and magnitude
across the LMC disk.
To measure the intrinsic color and magnitude from our
data, we first construct a clean RC sample by selecting
stars in regions with negligible internal extinction (i.e.,
the presence of a clear separation between the main RC
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and the RGB). From this subsample, we measure the
radial profile of the intrinsic color for the radial range
(2.7◦< ρ < 8.5◦). The measured RC color radial pro-
file shows a constant color over the middle part of the
disk and bluer colors both for the inner and outer disks.
Bluer color in the inner disk can be interpreted as the
presence of metal-rich young populations, whereas bluer
color in the outer disk can be interpreted as the pres-
ence of metal-poor old populations. As a default color
profile, we adopt a constant color at ρ = 2.7◦ and at ρ =
8.5◦ for the innermost and the outermost radial bins, re-
spectively.
We also investigate the radial dependence of the RC
intrinsic magnitude using the clean sample after remov-
ing the inclination effect from the extinction-corrected
observed magnitude. There is no significant radial
change in the intrinsic magnitude between 4◦< ρ <
8.5◦—only a slightly brighter magnitude in the inner
region (2.7◦< ρ < 4◦) likely due to younger popula-
tions. As a default magnitude profile, we adopt a con-
stant magnitude at ρ = 2.7◦ and at ρ = 8.5◦ for the
innermost and the outermost radial bins, respectively.
After accounting for these population effects, we de-
rive the reddening map that recovers the detailed fea-
tures found from dust emission (Schlegel et al. 1998) in
the outer disk at an exquisite level and provides more
reliable measurements in the inner disk. A cell-by-cell
comparison shows that our reddening map scales with
the inferred reddening map from the H i column density
along the sightlines. The inner region where the SFD98
map fails shows high reddening values that likely result
from LMC internal dust at a variety of temperatures,
while the foreground MW dust seems to dominate most
of the low-extinction regions outside this inner region.
We fit the LMC disk using the extinction-corrected
i-band median magnitude map with 10′ by 10′ spatial
resolution. The measured inclination and position an-
gle with random uncertainties are 25.85◦±0.19◦ and
149.23◦±0.49◦, respectively. We also estimate the sys-
tematic uncertainties in our measurements due to ad-
ditional population effects, which result from potential
deviations from our default color and magnitude radial
profile choice. Based on our choice of the intrinsic colors
for the innermost and outermost radial bins, the inclina-
tion varies from 24.47◦ to 26.59◦ and the position angle
varies from 141° to 153◦. We also find a significant de-
pendence of the inclination on the areal coverage of the
data, which decreases with increasing areal coverage.
Finally, we detect a prominent warp in the southwest-
ern disk that starts at ρ ' 7◦ with an amplitude of
∼4 kpc toward the SMC direction. This warp is de-
tected for the first time, and is different from the warp
found in the inner disk by Olsen & Salyk (2002), which
we also detected in our data as a portion of the rip-
pled disk. We also find that the cells around the bar
show a broad vertical distribution. If we interpret the
large inclination and position angles of the inner disk,
which encompasses the bar, as a result of a tilted bar,
the bar seems to deviate from the rest of the LMC disk
by at least ∼5–15◦. Both the warp and the tilted bar are
consistent with those predicted in Model 2 from Besla
et al. (2012). Thus, we suggest that the newly found
warp and tilted bar are the product of a recent direct
collision between the LMC and the SMC.
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